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eccom Global’s SecureINTEL is a powerful, cost effective and seamless way to implement and take
advantage of the many benefits to be found with a Security Information Event Management - SIEM
solution monitoring your network.
Protecting your network against today’s rapidly evolving threat landscape requires broad and complete
visibility across the entire IT environment. Evidence of what has occurred on your network and when this
has occurred exists hidden within log and machine data. SecureINTEL has been designed to extract
this data, to analyse it, and to present it in meaningful report formats that provide a detailed insight into
threats and risks on your network to which you would otherwise have been unaware.
Some of the advantages of SecureINTEL include;
Enabling baseline network behaviour to immediately pinpoint abnormal activity,
Detecting unauthorised or suspicious applications,
Assisting with network forensic investigations performing full packet capture,
Preventing sensitive data loss,
Shutting down suspicious activity as it is detected.

Regardless of whether you are responsible for a small business
network, or you are running a global organisation, time-tovalue and total cost of ownership matter. Implementing a
SecureINTEL managed solution assists business to quickly
leverage the powerful capabilities of SIEM while at the same
time keeping implementation costs to a minimum.
SecureINTEL capabilities will allow the detection and
investigation of a range of issues from the presence of
malware, excessive bandwidth consumption, inconsistent
network activity and inappropriate network use, botnet
detection, data theft and much more.
The emergence of Bring Your Own Device – BYOD and the
Internet of Everything and adding to this challenges such
as an increasingly mobile workforce, means business is
finding it difficult to distinguish between what is considered
normal and abnormal network activity. SecureINTEL can
automatically establish profiles for users and determine what
is considered acceptable behaviour and observe for what
is abnormal. When a user deviates from normal behaviour
characteristics such as accessing significantly different data,
SecureINTEL can automatically respond in accordance with
predetermined strategies.
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Why Invest In SecureINTEL?
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The most compelling reason to invest in SecureINTEL is
that it will reduce cost to your organisation and improve
your outcomes and workloads significantly. In any one day
there are numerous events occurring on a network, even the
smallest of networks can have thousands of events occur.
SecureINTEL will capture and correlate all of these events
and automatically analyse this information into meaningful
outputs that will significantly increase effective detection
of issues. What SecureINTEL can achieve automatically
in moments would take hundreds if not thousands of man
hours to achieve manually. No matter how good a security
engineer is 1,000 events per day is a practical maximum
amount of events any one person can deal with, even a small
to medium business with just a few devices can have over
100,000 events per day!
SecureINTEL will let you know what is happening on your
network, when it has happened and how it occurred. In a
modern network visibility is a must, that is SecureINTEL!
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ABOUT SECCOM GLOBAL
Seccom Global is a major supplier of Managed Security Services to some of the largest and fastest growing
companies throughout Asia Pacific. Companies rely on Seccom Global to manage, monitor and secure their
network through Seccom’s coveted 24x7 technical support solutions and managed services.

For more information about SecureINTEL
please call 1300 363 825
or email: info@seccomglobal.com
www.seccomglobal.com

